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The years since the financial crash have seen the realization dawn that the great promise of modern
civilization will go unfulfilled. Study hard, work hard, buy a house, retire happy. Itâ€™s all a lie, spun
for the benefit of a tiny elite. The richest eighty-five people on earth have as much wealth as the
poorest 3.5 billion. Each month, the numbers change but they never improve. Magical and spiritual
discourse has failed to keep up with this new reality. The Chaos Protocols aims to fix that. Join
Gordon White as he shows you how to use chaos magic not only to navigate these trying times, but
to triumph as well. Discover how to become invincible through initiation, and wage the mind war that
will keep you moving toward what you really want. From sigil magic to working with spiritual allies,
The Chaos Protocols helps you act on the unwavering belief that your life should matter and
youâ€™re not going to let something as trifling as the apocalypse get in the way of it. Praise:
â€œGordon White gives a master class on the hard economic realities and the kind of low down and
dirty magic for which he has become famous. Pragmatic, sharp, and funny, The Chaos Protocols is
a treasure of a book.â€•â€”Peter Grey, author of Apocalyptic Witchcraft â€œTake two parts Magick
Without Tears, a measure of The Wealth of Nations, a pinch of Ian Fleming and a dash of Noel
Coward and you have this almost promiscuously readable text. Whoever said books on magick
can't be fabulously entertaining as well as eminently practical has obviously not read up on their
Gordon White. Remedy that situation.â€•â€”Chris Knowles, author of The Secret History of Rock n'
Roll and Our Gods Wear Spandex
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The Chaos Protocols- Gordon WhiteThe short form: This is a really, really good book. Highly
recommended.What makes it a good book (and particularly a good chaos magic book) are a
number of things.1. Context. The context in which we work now is different from the one in which I
first came in contact with chaos magic. Gordon References Stephen Maceâ€™s Stealing the Fire
from Heaven which was an early influence on my own work. I bought my copy after reading some of
Maceâ€™s article in Chaos International, sending cash to Mr. Mace who sent me what I think I recall
as a velo bound book obviously hand typed with illustrations hand set & then photocopied. I think
the process took about six weeks in total. A very different time! Consider this again when we look at
Crowley, Carroll, Levi, etc. Things change fast. We live & work in a different setting, and our work
should reflect that while not rejecting what is effective from the past, which this book does in
spades.Whether you agree 100% with Gordonâ€™s assessment of the current state of the world
(Iâ€™m probably in the high 90â€™s personally), this is a damn good thing for most anyone with a
magical worldview to read. More important than the technical aspects in most cases.2. Focus. The
book is focused on â€˜successâ€™ in a particularly weird economic time, the work & working
contained are very much pointed in this direction, in appropriately lateral ways. At the same time, it
is a good generalist work, as really all work â€˜shouldâ€™ be pointed towards success, yes? We are
not enchanting to fail, right?3. Technical approaches.
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